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Abstract 

Handover is a very important function in a cellular mobile communication network. Handover enables the 

continuous session of subscribers while moving around different cell, thus optimizing the overall performance. The 

overall handover process is implemented in the MS, BSS and MSC. Measurement of radio subsystem downlink 

performance and signal level received from surrounding cells is made in the MS. These measurement are send to the 

BSS for assessment .The BSS measures the uplink performance for the MS being served and also assesses the signal 

level of interface on its idle traffic channels. Initial assessment of the measurement in conjunction with defined 

thresholds and handover strategy may be performed in the BSS. Assessment requiring measurement results from 

other BTS or other information resident in the MSC, may be performed in the MSC. In the above handover process, 

handover decision algorithm is the most important part because it determines the service quality and frequency 

efficiency. 

Keywords: BSC: Base Station Controller, BTS: Base Transceiver Station, GSM: Global System for Mobile 

Communications, HLR: Home Location Register,  MS: Mobile Station, MR :Measurement Result, MSC: Mobile Services 

Switching Center.  
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 1. OVERVIEW  

Architecture of the GSM network 

A GSM network is composed of several functional entities, whose functions and interfaces 

are specified. Figure 1 shows the layout of a generic GSM network. The GSM network can 

be divided into three broad parts. The Mobile Station is carried by the subscriber. The Base 

Station Subsystem controls the radio link with the Mobile Station. The Network Subsystem, 

the main part of which is the Mobile services Switching Center (MSC), performs the 

switching of calls between the mobile users, and between mobile and fixed network users. 

The MSC also handles the mobility management operations. Not shown is the Operations and 

Maintenance Center, which oversees the proper operation and setup of the network. The 

Mobile Station and the Base Station Subsystem communicate across the Um interface, also 

known as the air interface or radio link. The Base Station Subsystem communicates with the 

Mobile services Switching Center across the A interface.  

Base Station Subsystem 

The Base Station Subsystem is composed of two parts, the Base Transceiver Station (BTS) 

and the Base Station Controller (BSC). These communicate across the standardized Abis 

interface, allowing (as in the rest of the system) operation between components made by 

different suppliers.  

The Base Transceiver Station houses the radio tranceivers that define a cell and handles the 

radio-link protocols with the Mobile Station. In a large urban area, there will potentially be a 

large number of BTSs deployed, thus the requirements for a BTS are ruggedness, reliability, 

portability, and minimum cost.  

The Base Station Controller manages the radio resources for one or more BTSs. It handles 

radio-channel setup, frequency hopping, and handovers. The BSC is the connection between 

the mobile station and the Mobile service Switching Center (MSC).  

http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?blogID=7078999496325406482
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Figure 1. General architecture of a GSM network 

Handover 

In a cellular network, the radio and fixed links required are not permanently allocated for the 

duration of a call. Handover, or handoff as it is called in North America, is the switching of 

an on-going call to a different channel or cell. The execution and measurements required for 

handover form one of basic functions of the RR layer.  

There are four different types of handover in the GSM system, which involve transferring a 

call between:  

 Channels (time slots) in the same cell  

 Cells (Base Transceiver Stations) under the control of the same Base Station 

Controller (BSC),  

 Cells under the control of different BSCs, but belonging to the same Mobile services 

Switching Center (MSC), and  

 Cells under the control of different MSCs.  

The first two types of handover, called internal handovers, involve only one Base Station 

Controller (BSC). To save signalling bandwidth, they are managed by the BSC without 

involving the Mobile services Switching Center (MSC), except to notify it at the completion 

of the handover. The last two types of handover, called external handovers, are handled by 

the MSCs involved. An important aspect of GSM is that the original MSC, the anchor MSC, 

remains responsible for most call-related functions, with the exception of subsequent inter-

BSC handovers under the control of the new MSC, called the relay MSC.  
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 There are two basic algorithms used, both closely tied in with power control. This is because 

the BSC usually does not know whether the poor signal quality is due to multipath fading or 

to the mobile having moved to another cell. This is especially true in small urban cells.  

The 'minimum acceptable performance' algorithm  gives precedence to power control over 

handover, so that when the signal degrades beyond a certain point, the power level of the 

mobile is increased. If further power increases do not improve the signal, then a handover is 

considered. This is the simpler and more common method, but it creates 'smeared' cell 

boundaries when a mobile transmitting at peak power goes some distance beyond its original 

cell boundaries into another cell.  

The 'power budget' method uses handover to try to maintain or improve a certain level of 

signal quality at the same or lower power level. It thus gives precedence to handover over 

power control. It avoids the 'smeared' cell boundary problem and reduces co-channel 

interference, but it is quite complicated.  

 
2. TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

 Handover algorithm includes cell sequencing and handover judgment. 

(i) Cell sequencing  

The cell sequencing can be divided into two parts basic sequencing and network feature adjustment. 

a) Basic cell sorting. 

Handover algorithm adopts the M principle and k principle based on level comparison instead of L 

principle based on path loss. With M principle and k principle, the serving cell and all adjacent cells 

are sequenced according to their level to obtain the standby cell list on the basis of levels. 

M principle: check whether the downlink receiving level of the adjacent cell is higher than the 

minimum receiving level lover than the minimum receiving cell, i.e.  RXLEV>MS RX MIN +MAX 

(0, Pa), can enter the standby cell list. In that formula pa= MX TXPWR MAX –P. 

 RXLEV is the MS receiving level for this cell. 

 MS RX MIN is the minimum receiving level of MS required by the cell. 

 MS TXPWR MAX is for restricting the maximum transmitting power of MS  

 P is the maximum transmitting power of the MS. 

 K principle : 

K_rank (n) = RxLEV (n) – RxLEV (o) – K_BIAS (o, n) 

K_BIAS (n) = RxSUFF (n) – (RxSUFF (o)) – KOFFSET – KHYST) 

After removing KOFFSET (offset) and KHYST (hysteresis). The formula of k sequencing: 

 K_rank (n) = (RxLEV (n) - RxSUFF (n)) - (RxLEV (o) - RxSUFF (o)) 

In this formula,(RxLEV(n)) – RxSUFF(n)) show the difference between the adjacent cell receiving 

level RxLEV (n) and adjacent cell minimum receiving level threshold RxSUFF (n). (RxLEV (o) – 

RxSUFF (o)) shows the difference between the serving cell receiving level RxLEV(o) and serving 

cell minimum receiving threshold RxSUFF(o). These two differences decide the position of an 

adjacent cell in the standby cell list. 
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 RxSUFF(n) is adjacent cell minimum receiving level threshold 

 RxLEV(o) is serving cell receiving level 

 RxSUFF(o) is serving cell minimum receiving level threshold 

b) Adjustment according to network features  

Network features adjustment uses the network information except for the power level to decide the 

position of each cell in the standby cell list, thus providing the ultimate standby cell list for handover 

judgment. 

 Implemented according to the load of the coil. The cell with fewer loads has the higher 

priority. 

 Implemented according to whether BSC/MSC is the same. The cell controlled by the same 

BSC or MSC has the higher priority. 

 Implemented according to the layer and level of the cell. The coil of lower layer or level has 

the higher priority. 

With basic sequencing of the cell and network features structure adjustment, it is possible to have a 

best cell list on broad sense In other words, regardless of the cause that triggers handover, a cell 

ranking first in the list is not a result of certain processing based on certain criteria. 

c) Layer and level of the coil  

Hierarchical classification of the network can fulfill the demand of both coverage and hot spot traffic. 

This is a mandatory function to be realized. Normally, the macro cell settles the problem of coverage, 

while the micro cell tackles the problem of hot spot traffic. 

The basic frame of most network hierarchy has four layers. They are umbrella, macro, micro and 

Pico. In the multiband network, the top layer GSM900 is usually set as umbrella, and the major layer 

of GSM900 is macro. The major layer of GSM1800 is micro and micro cell of GSM900/GSM1800 is 

Pico. Besides, it is also possible to differentiate the priority of GSM900/GSM1800 band according to 

the cell’s layer. There are 16 levels of priority at each layer. In the network planning following this 

mechanism, the network is first considered according to the needs of network planning, the GSM900 

and GSM 1800 can be set with different priority. The smaller priority level has the higher priority. 
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Figure 2 Layer and Level Of The Cell  

(ii) Operation type  

a) TA handover 

TA can be regarded as a criterion for controlling the size of a cell. BBC judges whether the TA of the 

current MS exceeds the maximum timing Advanced Limit (TALIM). If so, it will initiate an emergent 

handover. The value range of TA is 0-63. The step length of each bit is 553.5m, the TA setting can 

compensate for a distance 35km over 63 steps. If the serving cell satisfies the requirement of TA 

handover. After a successful handover, the original cell will be punished so as to avoid this MS 

handover, back to it for other causes. 

b) BQ handover  

The BER values used to define a quality band are the estimated error probabilities before channel 

decoding. BSC assesses the quality of radio link according to the quality level in the measurement 

report. The correspondence between quality level and actual BER is shown in table 1 
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Table1  BER corresponding to quality level 

Quality level BER range Assumed value Calculated value 

0 Less than 0.2% 0.14% 14 

1 0.2% to 0.4% 0.28% 28 

2 0.4% to 0.8% 0.57% 57 

3 0.8% to 1.6% 1.13% 113 

4 1.6% to 3.2% 2.26% 226 

5 3.2% to6.4% 4.53% 453 

6 6.4% to 12.8% 9.05% 905 

7 Greater than 12.8% 18.10% 1,810 

 

The cause of BER increase could be signal power too low or channel interference. When the receiving 

quality in the serving cell is lower than the BQ handover threshold, BQ handover will be started so 

that the MS can maintain transmission quality of a certain level. If the serving cell satisfies the 

requirement of BQ handover. After a successful handover, the original cell will be punished so as to 

avoid this MS hand over back to it for other causes. 

C) Signal level rapid dropping handover 

Handovers such as edge handover and PBGT adopt method such as averaging filter and P/N 

judgment. However it is not sensitive to short term signal level rapid dropping, FIR (finite impulse 

response) filter to original receiving signal level is used to settle this problem. This kind of filter has a 

quick response to the rapid dropping slope of the original receiving signal level signal. 

d) Interference handover 

When the receiving level in the serving cell is high, but the receiving quality deteriorates to a certain 

extent, interference handover is started so that the MS can maintain transmission quality at the certain 

level. Difference between interference handover and bad quality handover: in the formal case, the 

quality is not low enough to affect session, and the receiving level is still high.  

When the active channel quality is affected by little interference in the serving cell, but they still can 

sustain the ongoing communication. At the same time, the receiving level in the serving cell higher. 

There is possibility less interference on other channel in the serving cell, so intra –cell hand over can 

be carried out.The parameters of interference handover algorithm: Qual_thr and lev_thr. This to 

decide whether to trigger interference handover. If RxLev >Lev_Thr and RxQual> Qual_Thr, the 

interference handover is triggered.interference handover is illustrated in Figure2. 
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                                                                                                   Figure 3: Interference handover zones 

 

 

The shadowed part in the figure stands for zones within which interference handover occurs.  

E) Edge handover  

This is a level based handover and is rescue handover. If edge handover is to be triggered , the level of 

the destination cell is required to be higher than that of serving cell for at least one hysteresis value ( 

inter cell handover hysteresis ).  

The criterion for triggering edge handover: when the receiving level of the serving cell is lower than 

the edge handover threshold, and fulfilling the P/N criterion within a certain measurement period, the 

edge handover will be triggered to ensure the communication quality.  

F) PBGT handover  

PBGT also belongs to better sell handover, a handover based on part fading PBGT handover 

algorithm searches for the cell with lower part loss and satisfying the system requirement on the basis 

so as to judge whether handover is needed. Difference from other handover algorithm the bigger 

condition is part loss and receiving power. 

Triggering condition of PBGT handover. The path loss of the adjacent cell is smaller than the 

threshold of the serving cell and the P/N criterion is satisfied within a period of measurement time 

.P/N criterion is that there is p satisfying the criterion during N measurements. 

PBGT (n)>PBGT_HO_margin (n) 

In the inequality above,P,N and PBGT_HO _Margin(n) are configured at data configuration  

console.PBGT(n) calculates according to the control parameter and the information reported by  BTS. 

The method of calculating PBGT (n): 

PBGT(n) =(Min(MS_TxPWR_MAX,P)-RxLEV_DL-PWR_C_D) 

-(Min(MS_TxPWR_MAX(n),P)-RxLEV_NCELL(n)) 

Meaning of the parameters : 

 MS TxPWR MAX: maximum transmitting power allowed in the serving cell  

 MS TxPWR MAX (n): maximum transmitting power allowed in the adjacent cell n  

0 

Receivin

g quality 

(dtqu) 
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 RxLEV_DL: downlimk receiving power of the serving cell 

 RxLEV_NCELL(n): downlink receiving power of the adjacent cell n 

 PWR_C_D: difference between the maximum downlink transmitting power caused by power 

control and the actual downlink transmitting power of the serving cell. 

 P: maximum transmitting capability of MS 

PBGT  handover occurs only between cells of the same layer and same level. 

g) load handover 

There may be cells with heavy load while their upper layer cell and the adjacent cell bears less 

load. To achieve load balance between cells by sharing the load with upper layer and adjacent 

cell, the traffic load handover is applied. Its aim is to handover part of the traffic in the heavily 

loaded cell to less loaded cells and preventing the traffic of the adjacent cell being handed over to 

this cell. load handover can be implemented between cells within the same BSC. Load hand over 

is illustrated in figure 4. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                              

 

 

 

  

 Figure 4:Load handover 

 

The method of realizing load share: by heightening the edge handover threshold toward that of the 

serving cell, the traffic at the cell edge will be handed over those with less traffic. The basis for 

judging the traffic of a cell is the cell flow (i.e.TCH occupation rate) and the present threshold. if the 

cell flow of a cell is higher than the heavy traffic load threshold (Load HOStart Threshold), this cell is 

consider to have a heavy traffic load, and the load handover algorithm needs to be activated.  If the 

cell flow of a cell is lower than the load traffic threshold (Load HO RX Threshold), it is consider 

having a low traffic load, and is allowed to accept the traffic handed over from other heavy traffic 

load cells. 

Since the load hand over mechanism is likely to trigger a good number of handovers, the situation of 

system CPU load should be taken into consideration before triggering handover, i.e. system flow 

level. In addition, to avoid too many handover happening simultaneously, the load handover is 

implemented step by step, i.e. edge handover threshold will increase by certain step length 

(CLS_Ramp) and period (CLS_ period). The increase ends when the threshold reaches the load 

handover bandwidth (CLS_Offset). Load handover is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5:  Load handover  

h) Hierarchical handover  

The GSM network is classified in to layers, so as to flexibly direct its traffic and fulfill the needs of 

different network structure. 

If a cell has a high priority and its signal level is higher than a threshold inter- layer HO Threshold 

)and satisfy the P/N criterion, the traffic will be handed over to this cell even if the serving cell can 

still provide normal services. The purpose of hierarchical handover is to direct the traffic to the cell 

with higher priority so that the traffic can be distributed more reasonably.  

i) Fast moving handover  

This kind of handover is carried out for fast moving MS to reduce the number of handover and hence 

reduced call drop rate. If MS is moving quickly with micro cell as the reference, it will be handed 

over to the macro cell. If the fast moving MS registered In the macro cell, time penalty will be 

implemented to the micro cell so that the MS will stay In the macro cell. Fast moving handover is 

illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Fast moving handover  

There are two principles for fast moving handover:  

 If the MS is moving fast with the micro cell as the reference, it will be handed over to the 

macro cell. 

 To avoid the fast moving MS registered in macro cell, enter the micro cell, time penalty will 

be implemented to micro cell. 
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If the duration of MS camping in a cell is lower than a certain threshold(fast moving time threshold ), 

this MS is considering to be moving fast with this cell as the reference. To avoid miscarriage of 

justice, P/N measurement will be implemented to several cells. For MS registered in macro cell, the 

method of timer+ penalty is applied. Before the speed sensitive timer of a micro cell times out , this 

receiving level of this micro cell will be punished, so that the position of this micro cell in the cell 

sequencing will be lowered. 

Fast moving handover algorithm can only perform accumulation judgment to the MS within the same 

BM and BSC. When MS moves to another BM, it is necessary to re-judge. 

j) Other handover 

Other handover include IUO handover, directed retry, forced handover, and extended cell handover. 

(iii) Handover procedure  

Handover decision algorithm enables the preprocessing of the input MR and decides whether 

handover should be done and which type of handover it should be (intra cell handover, inter cell 

handover in the same BSC, outgoing BSC handover, etc). According to the various conditions. 

Handover decision algorithm sends the message to decide handover result to call process module, 

which will complete handover signaling process together with BTS, MSC and MS. If a handover fails 

for a certain reason, call process module will notify the handover result to the algorithm, which will 

decide how to further process this handover. Handover process is as shown in Figure 2-21. 
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Figure 7: Handover decision process flow chart  

 

3.0 METHODOLOGY  

Each phase of the process is described as follows. 

a) MR preprocessing. 

MR provides basic parameters needed in handover decision. MS measures the receiving 

quality (RxQual) and receiving level (Rxlev) of the downlink of the serving cell as well as the 

downlink Rxlev of the BCCH carrier frequency of adjacent cells (best six adjacent cells 

average). Then Ms sends these measurement results to BTS through SACCH once every 480 

ms. If SACCH is used for the transmission of other signal, MS sends the measurement results 

once every 960 ms BTS  measures the RxQual and Rxlev of the corresponding uplink. BTS 

combines the uplink measurement value and the downlink measurement value to form a MR 

message. 

 MR should be preprocessed so that it can have a better reflection of radio links. MR 

preprocessing process can be realized in both BTS and BSC and controlled by OMC. The 

preprocessing of the MR includes the following three procedures: 

MR interpolation processing: when discontinuous MRs are received by BTS or BSC, lost 

MRs should be interpolated so as to guarantee the continuity of the whole MR processing process. 

This procedure is called MR interpolation. If the number of lost MRs exceeds a limit, previously 

received MRs will be regarded as invalid ones and re-collection is needed. 

MR interpolation processing: when discontinuous MRs are received by BTS or BSC, lost MRs should 

be interpolated so as to guarantee the continuity of the whole MR processing process. This procedure 

is called MR interpolation. If the number of lost MRs exceeds a limit, previously received MRs will 

be regarded as invalid ones and re-collection is needed. 

To eliminate the uncertainty in handover decision, it is necessary to perform smooth processing over 

the MRs, or filtering. A simple and practical algorithm is weighted filtering. Different filter length s 

can be respectively defined for different types of measurement values like the receiving level, 

receiving quality and TA, or different channel types like signaling channels, the receiving level 

(RxLev) and receiving quality (RxQual) use corresponding assumed value for calculations, as shown 

in Table 2, and Table 3. 
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Table 2 Receiving level calculation assumed value 

RxLev number Implication Assumed value 

0 <-110 dBm -110 dBm 

1 -110 dBm – 109 dBm -109 dBm 

2 -109 dBm – 108dBm -108 dBm 

… … … 

62 -49 dBm - -48 dBm -48 dBm 

63 > -48 dBM -47 dBm 

 

 

Table 3 Receiving quality calculation assumed value 

RxQual number BER range Assumed value Calculated value 

0 < o.2% 0.14% 0 

1 0.2% - 0.4% 0.28% 10 

2 0.4% - 0.8% 0.57% 20 

3 0.8% - 1.6% 1.13% 30 

4 1.6% - 3.2% 2.26% 40 

5 3.2% - 3.4% 4.53% 50 

6 6.4% - 12.8% 9.05% 60 

7 > 12.8% 18.10% 70 

 

The MR represents the condition of radio channels in the previous measurement cycle, so it is of 

hysteresis to some extent. The prediction algorithm is mainly responsible for MR value for the next 

cycle(S) based on the radio environment changes prediction. MR prediction is a process that can be 

selected by the operator. 

When the multiplexing on the abis interface is 15:1, every 4 signaling link multiplex a 64kbit/s time 

slot statistically.MR is transmitted through RSL. In order to minimize signaling transmission error bit, 

when abis interface multiplexing mode is 15:1, MR processing mode requires that MR should be a 

preprocessed one instead of the original one. Moreover, MR reporting frequency can adopt interval 

reporting .it can be realized with data configuration: in (cell/ modify cell’s handover parameter 

/modify handover parameter / HO control data), modify (BTS Measurement Report Processing), 

(Transfer Original Measurement Report) and (Report freq. of processed measurement report). 
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Accordingly, the emergency handover due to fast level dropping is decided by BTS. And the BSC 

will forward the decision. For other handovers completed within BSC, handover decisions and 

processing are still carried out in the BSC. 

b) Handover decision algorithm starting decision  

Judge whether basic conditions for handover are satisfied, such as whether there are enough MRs. If 

conditions are satisfied, handover decision algorithm is started. 

c) MR averaging processing  

Filter MRs according to a certain algorithm, cancel their noise, and smooth RMs, thus to prevent 

incorrect handovers due to individual interference. 

d) Penalty processing of cell measurement value  

Practically there is possibility that a handover cannot be successful. In case the handover to the 

selected target cell fails, the MS will stick to the original serving cell. After the circle of a handover 

decision is finished, the system might try to hand over the MS to the above mentioned target cell 

again, which might cause invalid handover attempt or handover failure, or even interruption. 

Therefore the target cell shall be punished, which is to reduce the receiving power of the 

corresponding cell by a set penalty value for a period (called the penalty time). 

Penalty types include the penalty of the forsaken cell due to TA value, penalty of the forsaken cell due 

to bad quality (BQ), penalty to the failed cell due to ordinary handover failure, and fast moving 

penalty (this is a penalty imposed on the microcell in the candidate queue in other to prevent frequent 

handover when the fast moving MS access a cell of small coverage). 

e) Basic cell sorting. 

Adjacent cells that have been imposed penalty and the serving cell are sorted through a certain 

algorithm, thus the position of each cell is located. This is to get ready for final handover. 

f) Adjustment according to network features 

to adjust candidate queue through a certain algorithm according to hierarchical network, cell priority , 

speed sensibility, and the specific network environment. 

g) Handover decision 

Handover decision algorithm is used to decide the tome to start handover and the target cell to be 

handed over .confirm the candidate cell queue list, adjust cells adjusted in last procedure and finalize 

a uniform clear list of cells that are ready to be handed over.  

h) Sending handover commands to the call handling module 

After making the handover decision with the algorithm and deciding to execute the handover, BSC 

sends handover message containing the type of incoming handover to the call - handling module, then 

the later starts the signaling procedures for this handover. 
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i) Processing of handover results 

After the call handling module has processed handover signaling, it returns the result to the handover 

decision module. If the handover fails, the handover decision module will start penalty to the cell 

responsible for the failure. If the handover is successful, the module will set a new handover interval 

timer to avoid frequency handovers. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

Handovers can be initiated by either the mobile or the MSC (as a means of traffic load 

balancing). During its idle time slots, the mobile scans the Broadcast Control Channel of up 

to 16 neighboring cells, and forms a list of the six best candidates for possible handover, 

based on the received signal strength. This information is passed to the BSC and MSC, at 

least once per second, and is used by the handover algorithm. The 'minimum acceptable 

performance' algorithm gives precedence to power control over handover, so that when the 

signal degrades beyond a certain point, the power level of the mobile is increased. If further 

power increases do not improve the signal, then a handover is considered. This is the simpler 

and more common method, but it creates 'smeared' cell boundaries when a mobile 

transmitting at peak power goes some distance beyond its original cell boundaries into 

another cell. 
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